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Mock rape trial reflec·ts prejudice
by Amanda Van DenTop
Last week Wednesday,
Oct. 19, Dordt hosted its first
mock date rape trtal , the
state of Iowa versus Andy
Schutttnga.
sophomore R.A.
and "defendant" in this case.
Patty
Hutchinson,
defense attorney, and Mark
Schouten,
prosecutor,
are ~
actual lawyers who took part
in the trial. Tim Rylarsdam,
also a lawyer, acted as judge.
The witness
list included
"defendant" Schuttinga; "victim" Val Wigboldy, junior; Dr.
Richard Jongewaard,
local
physician;
Carla
Zevenbergen,
senior; and
Marl< Memelaat, sophomo .
The jury, made up of eight
Neil Graves
guys and six girls, was a ranVal Wigboldy, the "victim" gives her testimony to the jury during the trial.
domly selected
group
of
ing a Rape Awareness Week while Wigboldy contested
freshmen.
the outcome
of the trial
several years ago.
that
she had said "no."
reflected thc view of sex thc
The trial included openHutchinson said, "The Iowa media places in our minds.
Hutchinson
said that
ing statements,
witness
traditional
prejudices
were
law states that when you say The media's presentation of
examinations, closing statements, jury instructions. and very evident in the trial itself 'rio.,' beyond a shadow of a sex in society makes it look
and in the outcome of the
doubt. it is rape. You do not as if it is normal to have sex
a question
period for the
trial itself. The jury found
have to phystcally fight the with whomever
whenever.
audience during jury deliberSchuttinga
"not guilty."
aggressor."
Hutchinson
This changes people's peration. During the questions,
During her examination
of manipulated this gray area to spective about rape. It has
the audience
learned that
made
achieve
the outcome
she
been proven that exposure to
this trial was based on one Wigboldy, Hutchinson
wanted for her client.
sex in the media makes men
written
by students
at. a her look like a willing partner
with defendant Schuttinga,
One student
said that
tend to think that rape is not
South Dakota university dur-

as...a serious a crime as it is.
It also leads them to think
that if a victim/partner
does
not fight off her aggressor,
she wants the sex too.
Another prejudice which
may have influenced the jury
is the gender of the attorneys, Hutchinson noted that
although
the verdict
has
been "guilty" twice, the two
times
the defendant
was
found "not guilty" was when
he was represented
by a
woman. This may lead the
jury to believe that he must
not be guilty if a woman is
willing to represent
him.
Schouten tried to use gender
to persuade the jury to convict. but this tactic may have
backfired
because
of the
unequal ratio of guys to girls
on the jury, although individual
votes
were
not
announced.When
asked to
raise their hands. the audience's vote seemed relatively
evenly distributed along gender lines-women
did not all
necessarily vote to convict,
and men vice-versa.

Tziganka brings folk dancing to campus
by Chuck Van Dronen
Russian dancing group
Tztnganka kicked its way to
an enthralling performance
Tuesday, Oct. 18, at the B.J.
Haan Auditorium. The internationally
acclaimed group
played its toe-tapping
folk
music primarily with different sized balalaikas.
A balalaika is a 3 string guttar
like instrument
that looks
like a triangle.
The host and balalaika
soloist, Bibs Ekkel, was both
witty and entertaining,
witty
enough
that he couldn't
resist commenting on Iowa's
cow "fresh" air. Fortunately
Ekkel's balalaika skills were

as quick as. his mouth. His
nimble fingers strummed
tunes on multi-sized
balalaikas, one no longer that 2
feet.
Ekkel in his solo
plucked tunes as he wildly
swung a balalaika undcr his
legs, behind his back and
around his neck. he even
played a few notes with his
teeth.
A main part of the show
entailed performances from
gypsy singer Faina Zinova.
Her colorful attire, wide eyes
and care- free songs of gypsy
merry making persuaded the
audience to clap with the
rapid beat-not
something
easily done in Sioux Center.

By far the highlight of
the show
was the
folk
dancers
tba t appeared
throughout
the
performances.
Combining grace
with the raw muscular power
of jumps
and kicks,
the
dancers became bundles of
energy
that
smoothly
bounced across the stage.
One act called " A man,

"...an d I·t was a
lot funnier
than I thought
it would be."

A woman
and A bottle"
involved audience participation.
An innocent
Dordt
female was called upon by
an insistent dancer to give
him a boost on stage. via a
push on the buttocks.
Overall Doug Hausken
comments, "It was surprisingly informative with all the
history' told about the songs
and instruments. and it was
a lot funnier than I thought
it would be."
Tztganka was formed in
London in 1975. it will continue to tour in the U.S.A.
Future tours will include
China.
Bermuda.
and
Polynesia.
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The annual
Pa rcn ts
Weekend concert. called the
Fall Festival. showed some
new features this year. Band,
orchestra.
ancl chorale had
new untforms.and
Mr. Ben
Kornelis . the choir director.
made his debut as well.
In their black dresses.
the women of the band and
orchestra
blended vtsu.Illy
with the men in the groups.
No longer concerned
about
how silly they looked in their
non-matching
outfits, both
groups played be au tifu lly.
The orchestra sweetly entertained the audience with two
classical
numbers
before
wowing them with selections
[rom Disney's animated film

Aladdin.
The
with a rousing

band began
Sousa march
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awes parents

Winds. a piece that showed
off this y~ar's fine brass section.

Chorale. too, was stunntngtydcckcd out in its new
white robes. After three lyrical numbers.
the chorale
entertained its audience 'with
a fun rendition of The Battle
oJ Jericho.
Finally. Concert Choir
had a chance to show their
stuff. Allhough they didn't
have any new clothes. their
new director
led them in
beautiful music. One song. in
Norwegian.
described
a
young shepherd named Paul.
who was afraid to go home to
his mother because a fox ate
his chicken. The audiencc
gave a collective
chuckle
before applauding:. Concert

Janeen wassmc

Director Komel/s leads the chorale for their portion of the Friday night concert.
Choir ended with a wonderful
performance of Sanctus from
Leonard Bernstein's Mass.
On the whole. it was an

evening of harmony. Playing
t9 a packed auditorium. the
musical groups proved that
some groups may look good

good, but Dordts
..

..

'Reader's theatre presents Schaap's
"Things We Couldn't Say"

•

by Stephanie Dam
To write a war story is
not unique. Wars arc all the
same: there is a winner and
a loser. Out what is it that
mu ke s the story of World
War II different'? The introd u c t to n of "Things
We
Couldn't
Sa y" gives
the
answer. It is the Iact that
"not
every
war
has
a
Holocaust." The Holocaust
ts the biggest seller in the
world today. With the tale of
"Schtndlcrs
List" sttll ringing in the ears and the 50th
anniversary
of D-Day still
fresh in the mlnds. "Things
We Couldn't Say" gives the
account of those who were
rescuing
the "Jews during
WW II.
"Things
'Ne Couldn't
Say" is the story of Diet
Eman and her Iianccc Hcin
Stet srnu and their struuglcs
as devout Christians during
the
occupation
of the
Net herlands
by
Nazi
Gc r ma n y . The difference
between t he book and the
play is it is based on tmagtnation. The reader's theatre
gives Diet a second chance
to talk to Hein. who is killed
in Gc rm a ny five months

before the war ends, It is an and her famopportunity
to say
the
ily
in his
things
they couldn't
say
grea t
and
during the war.
powerful
Diet's involvement
in hands
and
the war began
with the
kept
them
question,
"What would you safe.
do if you werc ordered
to
Die t ' s
pack a single suitcase and
tale
had a
report for relocation
elsegreat effect
where
in Europe?"
This
on the viewquestion
was posed
by ing
audiDiet's Jewish friend Herman
ence.
For
Van Zuilden who had been
L a u r a
ordered to do so. Bet ween
VanderWier.
the two of them, Diet and
a
sophoHein hid dozens of JC\VS in more.
it
Gclderlans
and Friesland
made
her,
and were active members of "rethtnk and
the Dutch Resistance.
reevaluate
Again and again Diet
the friendrefer-s to the movements
of ships
and
the Dutch and Germans as
relationships
a chess game. She has an
in [he r] life,
advantage the Germans do and realize
not have-God
is 0.11 her
that God is
side. DIet haa.ulways
had
in control of
Dirk Zwart
all. ..
the knowledge that she canReader's theatre preforms before a
not lose the battle,
God
" "Things
large crowd during Parent's Weekend.
would not allow it. Even
We Couldn't
after her arrest and time in Say"
is
Trinity House Theatre.
It
concentration camps. awaitpresently being performed in
has been
performed
at
ing her trial. Diet did not
Sioux
Falls
at
the
Calvin College.
in Grand
waiver in her faith. Still Co m rn u nt t y Theatre:
in
Rapids,
MI.
and
at
Trinity
today
she
says,
"God
Prinsburg, MN; in Pella, lA;
College
in
Chicago.
blessed me.
He held her
and in Livonia. MI at the

Courses Offered
Dutch Language

and Literature

Dutch Art and Architecture
Dutch Culture and Society
European

Business

History of the Low Countries
Studio Art
Individual

Studies

For further information contact:
Dr. K.J. Boot, Director
Netherlandic-SPICE
Dord! College
Sioux Center: Iowa 51250
Call collect (712) 722-6263

Deadline: November 1, 1994
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Valentines Day arrives in October
by Eileen De Jong
Sweetest
Day is a day
most people have never heard
of-a Valentine's Day in the
fall. Student Services decided
to expand on the Hallmark
idea and planned Sweetest
Week. The R.A.·s arranged
several events: Dessert Night,
Date Rape Trial. Dating Game,
Set Up Your Roommate, and
flower sales.
Selling flowers was a huge
success, considering the little
advertisement
and limited
buying time. RA. 's took turns
manning the flower table in
the SUB, selling roses, carnations
and
balloons.
Val
Wtgboldy, one of the organizers, said the best part was
"the look on people's faces
when we delivered the flowers,"
One of the more serious
events of the week was the
date rape trial, on Oct, 19 in
the chapel. Those involved
claim that it really had an
impact on them, and made
-them think about the reality of
date and acquaintanCe rlipe. It
gave them "awareness," which
is what Val Wigboldy, the "victim," hoped for. She said it
really opened her eyes, and ,
she hopes, the audience felt
the same.
On the other hand, the
Dating Game, held the next
night in the same place, was a
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Wayne Bakker, Jeremy Van Essen, host Dave Van Belle, and Kirk Vander Pol
confer during the Dating Game as Beth Knierim and hostess Amy Vanderpol
look on.
lot less serious and a lot more
fun. Most of the participants
were nervous, but excited to
go in front of the crowd and
"perform." Some, like Junior
Jeremy Van Essen. when first
approached to be in the game,
said. "No way! Forget it," but
his' friends talked him Into It
and he seemed to have a good
time. One of the unique. but
most fun, aspects of the game
was the way hosts
Dave
VanBelle and Amy VanderPol
got the audience involved. For
example.
when Canadian
Wayne Feeleus shifted in his

must

by Jonathan deHaan
In a society where the
Christian
voice is often
silenced, Dr. David Jeffrey's
lecture was a chance for us
who attended
to open our
mouths and get a breath of
fresh air.
Coming from a popular
secular college, Jeffrey had
much to say about the role
of the Christian
in today's
society. He has witnessed
the damage our culture has
done to Christian ideals and
struggles
to restore God's
role in American society.
Jeffrey informed us of
the Post-Modern movement,
a practice that wants to do
away with anything
concrete, and focus on the narcissistic rhetoric and overpolitical-correctness
that
invades political, industrial
and especially educational'
sphete.s. Being a .teacher of

'Y Ade1-: Koekkoek;

f

Neil Graves

Jeffrey has talked around
the country about role of
Christians in today's
society.

I

chair, the audience would yell
out, "Eh!"
Those who won received
$25 to go to dinner wherever
they choose.
Senior Bcth
Knierim. who "won a date,"
commcnted.
"Some of the
answers were really sweet."
Others mentioned that some
answers were kind of risque.
but the audience loved them.
Matt Kortman. organizer.
said, "1 thought the Dating
Game was a success
and
everyone
had
a
good
time ... everyone seemed to
enjoy it, and the hosts were

espccially
good."
Mikc
Va n Ue Gr te n d , who
also
helped organize. agreed, but
added, "Maybe in thc future, if
all goes wc ll , we could gct
Dordt
and
Northwestern
invovled in a dating game
together. . .get to know morc
people .... "
Another
activity
for
Sweetest Week was "set-upyour-roommate." While freshmen seemed to be the most
into this, a lot of upperclassmen man aged to have fun
with it. Doug Ribbens. junior.
set up his entire room.

flo c k together

Neil Graves

traditional writers (Chaucer.
Pope
and
the like),
he
stressed
the damage PostModernism has done to his
field of work. He presented
many examples where Post-

PALS swim 'with
PALS .• " .•

.Modern thought is driving
literature
into the mud,
because
people in to days
society tend to forget about
the past and concentrate on
their own advancement.
To
put it in simpler
termswhat use is Shakespeare
to
a stockbroker
on Wall
Street?
While Jeffrey focused on
the damage done to literature, he also dealt wi th the
role of the Christian
in
today's society. He said we
must not be misled by popular culture. but must take
a'stand to keep religion from
being beaten out of everything.
We need to consciously act as the body of
Christ and fight the disintegration of Christianity.
We
must be against
the constant re-defining
of everything, which takes the truth
and makes it nothing more

Free hot dogs'and swim:
ing are bringIng
PALS
rogether.
The'
PALS
, rganizalion js hosiiilg food
and fun [or big and little
PALS at the Sioux Center
MuniCipal SWimming POOJ
next Wednesday.
, PALS provides companions to youngsters [rom slnle:parent
and Iow-tmeontc
,omes, and also to special
l'eds kids, About 50 youths,
,ges 4-18, are paired this
, ar with young adults from
the Sioux Center commpnity
and Dordt College.
Ja,an !>4ouw, founder, 0
the program. says it began ,15
, ears ;ago with the death of a
single mother oj: four from
Sioux' Ccnter. ' Grandparent.s
took the: children'ln ••but they
wanted
fQ find peppl.(io
~Jtl,end iuld 's~l'ld tlinewlth
the :Children, on' occasloii:
Mouw was' a 'sPecial ~liuca~
tlon tea~her:ror
'of the
¢hildrell
time,sOthey-

two

';'tthe
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E:'c!llcatlon Department-

'at

=:~:i1~~::~
shi<knls:'made
s~eiill ftieqd,
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a.:!.1p
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:eadi'pair
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, :,','Mouw>l;oon'gol
calls
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than
words
on a page.
rather than something
for
which to live.
Jeffrey ended his lecture with the old maxim
"birds
of a feather
must
flock together". He reminded
us that
if we take
this
approach. we are bound to
sing and to cause change,
even in a Post-Modern. polluted environment.
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You've come a long way, baby--maybe

\
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Maybe my readers
will
think that I'm some sort of
man-hating-feminist and won't
read past the first paragraph.
But I think it's time that some
things were said.
What men don't realize
(and many women) is thai no
matter
how many
rights
women gain in this country or
on this planet,
they mean
nothing without the respect.
Who cares if I can be the editor of the paper if the guys
who read what I write write me
off as a soft-hearted, wimpy
female? There is nothing more
frustrating than arguing with
someone and having the person say, "It must be a girl
thing" or "You're such a female
about this," meaning that I'm

not being rational and logical.
Not that those are bad things,
but what is wrong with sensing, feeling, emoting? Things
can make perfect logical sense
and not feel right.
Things that are associated
with the feminine genderemotion, intuition. sympathy,
compromise, open sharing of
feelings-are
often looked
down on, not just by men, but
by society in general. We all
feel the urge to be tough,
strong, demanding-but
only
men are allowed to get away
with those characteristics.
If a woman takes a stand,
refuses to compromise, or even
argues about something, she
is immediately labeled "power
bitch," "ice queen," "cold," and
"unfeeling." But, if she acts in
ways that are traditionally
feminine, she looks weaker,
Wimpy, even wishy-washy. We
are trapped in a catch-22. How
can we act like ourselves and
still get respect?
Men lose in this scenario,
too. If they dare share their
real feelings, sympathize (especially with a woman), or even
cry, they, too, are labeled
-

.

"gtr ly." Men don't get to feel image of God and before the
things
the way women do face of God, not afraid to act
because society has a neat lit- the way we were born to act,
tle package that they are sup- living out our lives and reacting to things, not the way sociposed to fit into, as well.
It doesn't have to be a gen- ety tells us to, but the way we
der thing. There must be a really feel. If how we act is
way for all of us to share our consistent with what we think
and how we feel, we act with
feelings and relate to each
other as HUMANBEINGS, and integrity. And that is more
not as categories that require important than any role socicertain reactions and expect ety tells us to play.
Popeye, whom I do not
certain responses. We have to
consider a model for non-sexbreak down the outmoded,
has one good
outdated, incorrect and mis- ist behavior,
leading stereotypes that have aphorism: "I am what I am,
all that I am."
trapped our thinking for cen- and that's
Although only a cartoon charturies.
Pop eye understood
We have to be free to feel acter,
what' we feel and do what we something basic about human
want to do. If a woman is very relations. He understood that
assertive and likes to take con- as long as he was good enough
trol, we should be able to let for himself, it didn't matter
her do it without making any what anyone else expected
assumptions
about her hen- from him.
So it's not just a girl thing.
pecked husband.
On the flip side, if a
-saw
woman is a good listener, is
emotional, and reacts to things
intuitively, we should applaud
her strength, and not relegate
her to the realm of the weak.
And the same goes for men.
We have to be persons, in the

WALMART
10% off
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ID and this
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor.
It was good to see many
cheering spectators at the
hockey game last Friday
evening (Oct. 14). For some of
you it was the first time to
see a live hockey game and
no doubt you were impressed
by the Blades' performance.
They played well for a first
game!
Let us not conclude from
this game that the remainder
of the season will be "something to nothing: The Blades
will face much tougher competition from now on. and
they need your support for
the remainder of the season.
also in a colder arena in
Worthington. Minnesota.
I would like to share with
you a little lockerroom secret
from Coach
Steve.
He
summed up the strategy for
the second and third period
in two words: defense and
dtsctnltne, As spectators we
can't help the players defend;
however: we can help with
discipline. Of course, discipline Is a necessary ..ingredicnt In any game. The question Is how you as a spectator contribute to discipline.
Maybe I should rephrase the
question: how do you as a
spectator contribute to lack
of discipline? The answer Is
simple: by booing thc referees, and by heckling the
opponents, Booing and heckling will entree to opponents
to rough play , which will

hurt our players .not only
physically but will not enable
them to play the game as it
should be played.
Do you. sitting in your
comfortable seats. want your
friends to be roughed up. do
you want to see a physical
game? If your answer is yes.
then. apparently, you have
not thought sufficiently about
a Christian

perspective

on

sports. If chaos and physical
harm are the primary reason
for you to come to a game.
then I am asking you kindly
to stay home and watch professional wrestling on television. You might feel more at
home In that kind of environment.
If however, you do have a
change of heart and if you
have articulated a Reformed
Christian
perspective
on
sports, I would like to invite
you to the hockey games or
any other sport event. Then
together with God's people on
the bleachers. we can cheer
the players on to a well disciplined
and harmonious"
game. I believe th t God will
be glortfted with that kind of
behavior of the players and of
the spectators.
Then we will have a great
season, whether we win or
lose. Then the glory will be
His! I hope to see you at the
games.
Yours.
Dr. Case J. Boot

wah sod removing equipI would like to begin this ment. Both of these ways
letter by giving Dan Sorike would be very expensive venthe credit and respect he tures. I. for one. appreciate
deserves for putting the lime the hard work that Wtlbur"
and effort Into a project of and the boys do each week
that size. However, In all due maintaining the lawn.
respect. Mr. Sonke's campus
There should be more
plan Is quite Impractical for a animal life on campus? I'm
college such as Dordt, Now I sorry, but animals are afraid
don't want to sound like an of people and this Is a colold redneck who doesn't want lege, not a jungle,
I would like to know how
to change. bu t thcre are
some Important details that it Is possible to put a foundawere left out of the plan,
tion in to hold up a building
Dan's plan called for planting without changing the natural
of Buffalo grass, because It land forms. Remember the
only grows a few inches tall, picture in the ZIRCON last
resulting in low, if any. main- year of Southview sinking
tenance. Well. you don't just into the ground? That Is the
plant a lawn, If you want a way it would look by now had
new stand of grass. you must we built it without doing any
remove the exisllng plants.
ground work. Furthermore. if
There are two ways 10 do It were possible. the cost
this: one Is to spray all the would far outweigh the benegrass with herbicide land we Ot.
know he wouldn't agree with
that). or remove all Ihe sod
Contin:Je on page B
uear Editor.

Overheard.

••

compiled by staff

"I am intoxicated
with knowledge."
-Tim Stetson,
explaining his
behavior in the
library
"Why is there a
napkin in the
fridge?"
-Kari Meyer to
roommates during
a LATE night study
session
"What am I,
weird?"
-Suzie Isenor,
after hearing people 'talk about her

the current goatee
fad

twine and a stapler.

"And tput my
number down
right here, for
anyone having a
desire emergency. "
-Dirk Zwart, offering his assistance
for video editing
(Dirk, it's dire)

"If I tell

"Can you tell the
age of a carrot
by the number of
rings it has?"
-Patti Landstra,
pondering hervepgie pizza.

the
same stories,
please scream at
me. I don't want
to sound senile."
--John Vander
Stelt in The0204
"UNIX supports
DOS like a noose
supports a criminal. "
--fabricated Jim
Bos quote
"If my life was

perfect my kids
and my wife
would leave me
"I'm Brad , and ~
and then I could
"Well, I have no
I'm different."
feeling left in my get organized."
-Brad Klok
--Prof. Eigenbrood
lips, but it was
"This Vivarin
fun."
"Are we taking
-Corey Westra,
stutt, it rocks!"
God's
healing
after the first pep
-Henry Bakker,
power for grantlooking remarkably band practice
ed if we leave
awake
the asbestos in
"Hey - Dordt
the church ceiltaught me about
"I'm going.to
ing?"
stewardly
use of
start pUking up
--Cory Kent
my resources!"
history
pretty
--Julie Scheffer, on
soon."
-Amber Krosschell, fixing her car with
duct tape, baling
complaining about
the amount of time
she'd spent studying western civ.
"Let's just stop
shaving and grow
knee cap goatees!"
-Juanita Van Belle,
feeling left out of
.
r lUI
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by Kristen Westerhof
After the bustle of Parents
Weekend and the pressure
of
rni d-f e r rns , it may be good to
give yourseff a little break once
in a while. Diamond staffers
gave several students a chance
to exercise
their brains
for
something other 'than studying
and concoting excuses for messy
rooms.
Prowling the campus
(feeling frighteningly
like the
Heathers
in "Heathers")
we
sought to probe the minds of
eleven randomly selected (okay.
so they were the people we happened
to run into in the
library / SUB) people by posing
one of three hypothetical questions:
I) If you were stranded on
an island. what book, piece of
music and person would you
want to have with you and why?
2) If you could be anyone,
living or dead, or any fictional
character,
who would you be
and why?
3) If you could be anything
(object or entity) in the universe,
what would you be and why?
Naturally, we were greeted
with some odd and suspicious
looks when we approached our
vict-I
mean, subjects.
After
choruses of "Now what is this
really for?" and "Come on, guys,
I'm not good at this," the groups
managed to give some interesting, creative,
and perhaps,
revealing answers. I don't intend
to analyze each response, pondering the significance of each
word, but the answers do say
something about the people who
responded. And now, survey
says:

Kevin Schilthuis, sophomor
ONI'd be the president of Dor
College so I could rule the dea
of students.
Mark DuMez, John van Dijk, Sheila Rasmussen, Sara Modderman and
Rebekah Sanford were some of our subjects of inquiry.

1. If you could be anyJohn van Dijk, junior, ONthing in the universe,
A gatekeeper
for God,
what would you be and
because then I could see Him.
why?
Mark Du Mez, junior, WISomething abstract-s-something abstract
is something
abstract-that's
the
s orn ething.

,

,

Rebekah Sanford, junior, AZA tiger lily, because they're
my favorite. and they don't just·
die and go away-they
keep
coming back.
Sheila

Ra s m u s s e n , senior,

A daffodil, because they're
the first-brave thing to appear in
spring and they ma ke people
sm,ile because they mark the
beginning of springtime. '

.,

Joleen Voogt, freshman, BeI'd be myself:
you ca
always improve yourself an
make yourself what you want t
be.

Sara Modderman, junior, MNA cedar tree, because they're
strong and secure and dependable and they live a long time
and they smell good (not that I
smell bad).

WA-

.

2) If you could be anyone
or any fictional character,
who would you be and
why?

.. "

,

,

.

Joel Krikke, sophomore, ONI'd be the dean of students
at Dordt College so I could rule
campus.

'W!!T,oere hi'W
pfthtifOrest. . ."
60{{HU~Ib/40R/
c.ftv';'Jl/ "£the
1tJi.uu~tpf{9Z;.'".
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Album: The Led Zeppelin
boxed set-"Why is why necessary? It explains itself."

\, 3) If you were stranded on
an island,
what book
(Bible assumed), piece of
Person: Pamela Anderson,
music and person would "that chick from 'Baywatch'-I
you want to have with figure her life-saving abilities
you and why?
would be advantageous.

Brad lOok, freshman, ABAmanda
Book: How To Get Off a
Stranded Island

VanDenTop,

junior,

IA-

by

Book:
Like
Water
for
Chocolate by Laura Esquival,
"because I like it."

Person:
Gilligan
(of
"Gilligan's Island" fame)
And why, Brad? "Why not?"

Album: Collin Raye "In This
Life... " because I could never
get sick of it."

Album:
"Deserted"
Stranded Island

·'!7lut:~·h gnu~
g{U[~·h,
nll9ht
haue the [u[;~·h
g{U[;~.JztORf9hf;.-'

»:

Mike Stiemsma, junior, WI-

"We like American
music"
,
See the review of the Femmes concert, pg. 12

Book: How to Cook on a
Deserted Island by Julia Child

"
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STAFF BOX
by Kristen Westerhof

point

out

Congress.
Senator North?
Through much of the
Reagan era, Oliver North
arranged
Illegal sales
of

,

\

weapons to Iran, a country
in the middle of a hotbed of
hotheaded
dictators,
Using
the money that he (or "we")
had illegally earned, he supported
the
Contr a s In
Honduras. an unstable Latin

American country surrounded by other unstable
Latin
American
countries.
This
was all done without
the
knowledge
or consent
of
Congress.
presumably
the
voice of the American people. Once caught, he went In
front of his would-be peers
and lied-deceiving
them
wtth the intent that no one
would know the truth of his
actions.
This
same
man.
six
years after his simultaneous
disgrace and' apoiheosis
in
the eyes of the American
people. has announced
his
bid for Congress
on the
trgmtan Republican ticket.
outing "family values" and
anti-Clinton
rhetoric. North
has gathered the support of
names
such
as
Rush
Limbaugh. Dan Quayle and
G. Gordon Liddy, as well as
religious Americans
under
the mistaken
Impression
that this man, since he
knows
how
to
lie
to
Congress.
wlll be able to

Continued from page 5
Then again. what's a couple
thousand
more
on our
tuition?
The plan called to minimize pavement,
especially

when

...................

;,00;:••

;,00;:••••

;,00;:

;,00;:

it

encourages automo-

biles instead
of stcwardly
transportation,
If Mr. Sonke
has ever be en over in the
unpaved
parking lot by the
pool after rain, he'd know
how nice lhat is. I don't think
the people tha t clean the
buildings and dorms would
apprectatej
he extra hours
they would have to put in. I
was also wondering how Dan
gets (gotl to SIOlL" Falls/City
when he goes (went]. Or is
unstewardly
lransportatlon
acceptable off campus'?
I agree with Dan's composting Idea. because when

;,00;:

- ... -

---

__

.J

other

liars

in

-

Imagine. If you would. i
Oliver North were a tax-andspend.
bleeding-heart
Democrat.
If he thought
everyone should determine
thetr own family values. If he
though the health care bill
were necessary and proper.
If he thought Hillary should
run in '96. He would still be
the same man who stole
from
and
lied
to the
American people.
But we conservative
Protestants
would not rally
around him as we have. His
crime would be bigger and

blacker in our minds. compounded by his political affil-

iations. When we hear someone talk our talk. any past
sin (not even sin in the eyes
of many nght-wmgers) is forgotten.
Christians
do nothing
but make buffoons of themselves when they preach one
way and vote the other. Do
we. the ones who complain
about
all
the
liars
in
Congress.
really want to
support someone who. with
ease. lied to us for years?
Let's not forget that he also
tampered with the stability
of two constantly
warring
regions.
Forgiveness
Is
Indeed a virtue. but forgtvtng

someone who sees his sin as
heroic Is foolish. The issue Is
not "family values"-It's
honesty. stupid.
you separate
and compost
trash,
It does
two good
things. It cuts down on the
amount of rubbish going Into
landfills. and the trash you
do put in doesn't smell.
In conclusion,
1 would
like to say that If Oordt were
an envlronmental studies college. Dan's plan would be
somewhat practical. but It's
not. and It doesn't claim to
be. As an ago rnajoryfarruer, 1
am the last one who wants to
screw up the environment.
Sometimes we have to step
back and look at thtngs realIstically and make sure we
are worshipping
the Lord.
and not anything else .
TIm Stetson
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Celebrate
by Seth Bakker
I went around campus
and asked some students
what they thought
about
Reformation Day. The general
response
included
words
such as "Calvin:
"Luther:
"purgatory,"
and "indulgences. but the most common reaction involved words
like "Halloween" and "candy:
The feeling I got was that
Reformation day is basically
dead or irrelevant today.
How can this be? If it
were not for the Reformation.
we would all be saying our
Hail Mary's after removing
our guilt in a confession
booth!
Obviously,
Reformation day has become
tradition turned bad for this
Of

\

Reformation

generation. What should we
do then? I asked students
about how Dordt should celebrate October 31 st. if at all,
and with their responses, I
have come up with the ultimate Reformation Day.
First of all. we would
start with the day off. No
classes. no papers due. and
no tests on the next school
day. To set everybody in a
Reformational
mood, Dordt
would hold a service in which
people's
minds would be
refreshed.
They would be
reminded
of what
the'
Reformation was, the importance of it, anct especially its
relevance today.
This task
would be done by an interesting speaker or band which

Day as reformers

would leave an impression on
the students.
After the service, all the
students,
would go to the
Commons for dinner, where
the employees would have
prepared a buffet of exquisite
European foods resembling
those made in Calvin's and
Luther's time.
After dining, students
would dress up in costumes
similar to the clothing worn
by Calvin and Luther, and we
would all head to Sioux City.
There we would split into
groups.
and go to various
restaurants, where hopefully.
some curiosity
would be
aroused. This would give students the opportunity to give
a surprising
reason for the

Varied

clothing: "Reformation Day" However, these things
not Halloween. While thesc
won't happen this year. On
students
"w it n e s se d ." the
Oc.1. 31. 1994, classes will
more mischievous
students
proceed
as normal,
the
would drive around the ct ty Commons will be serving the
with shects of paper ~ cov- usual. and a few students
ered with theses - which they will be obnoxious enough to
would tape to various doors.
dress
up and go around
Once this job has been
Sioux Center
begging for
completed.
the students
candy. Still. Dordt is having
would all get together again
a Reformation Day service on
in a comm un ity cen ter and
October 30th at 7 p.m. So
have a Reformation
Day .even if your Reformation Day
dance. There would be a few dreams may not come true
other things to do, such as a this year. come to the service.
Reformation
garue show.
be open-minded. and enjoy.
where students
would be
Keep
in mind
that
q u tz ze d
on
h i s to rf c a l , Reformation did not only take
Reformational questions.
place in the past, but that we
Then the students would
are also called to reform now!
all pack up. go home. and go In this way. every day is
to sleep.
Reformation Day.

Voices

"This is what I mean"
by Rod Hoekstra
Humpty Dumpty smiled
contemptously.
"Of course
you don't-till
I tell you
I
meant There's a nice knockdown argument for your"
"But 'glory' doesn't mean
'a nice knock-down
argumerit," Alice objected.
"When I use a word,"
Humpty Dumpty said in a
rather a scornful tone.
"it
means just what I choose it
to mean-neither
more nor
less."
'The question is," said
Alice, "whether
you can
make words mean different
thing."
"The question is," said
Humpty Dumpty,
"which is
to be master-that's
all."
~Lewis Carrol
The following is a short essay
in which the following phrases have been redefined. The
definitions are as follows:
Recently ~ About a year

M-F: 9-9

StylistsRenae Visscher
Greta Van Zee
Julie Ten Napel '
Janelle Goslinaa

A grave matter
I was
suddenly
came == struck
to my attention
= with
the Ilu
why I didn't
notice it
before ~ how I got it
and do something ~ but
, And now,' the essay.
about it before ~ it
it was too late = came
Recently, a grave matter
and now the problem ~
came to my attention.
I'm
and it certainly
has become
= was a not quite sure why I didn't
notice it before,
and do
problem
something
about
it
before
it
gargantuan
~ at the
was
too
late,
but
I
didn't,
time.
and now the problem
has
It appears ~ I began runbecome
gargantuan.
It
nmg a
appears
that
then;
are
an
that there are = fever,
number
of red
an inordinate = and my inordinate
cars
on
campus.
It
makes
face turned
me sick. Knowing that this
number of ~ and then
travesty' started
at a mere
cars on campus = pale
trickle and worked it's way
makes = made
up to epidemic proportions
knowing that this ~ perwithout
anyone
noticing
haps it was because
makes
my
stomach
do
travestry started at a =
fhpflops. Something should
was out in the
be done about it immediately.

Pizza Ranch

Qenae's
Hours:

ago

PIZZA RANCH
$1.00 off
BUFFET
(buffet hours)

Sat: 9-5

Paula Van Dyke
Janet Brunsting,
(712F722-P008

·-H :00 ~ 11:3Q.ga~y·
5:00 ~7:00 Tuesdays

Free Delivery

" -

P,arty Room
Available

,Centre Mall ..
L...

mere trickle
= winter
storm
and worked it's way up
to ~ with a friend of mine
proportions
~ who had
the
without anyone noticing
makes
my stomach
do
doing
Something should be
But it went
done about = away
immediately ~ presently.

-'-:'_ex_p_,~11_/1_a_v9':"_'4
6="",,=========1

I would like to
thank all Diamond staff
for their cooperation,
hard work, and determination. Your contribution has made this
paper a good experience for all.

--
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Dordt ousts nation's number one team
Lady Defenders earn no. 16 ranking

,

\

by Heather Gregg
With a 5-2 record over
the last two weeks. including
a
win
over
rival
Northwestern,
the Defenders
have moved to their highest
ranking so far this season.
After beating
number
one
Northwestern
in the Dordt
To u r n a m c n t on Saturday.
the Defenders arc 16th in the

two-week
span when the
Defenders easily defcated Mt.
Marty
herc on Oct. 13.
Joy Veenstra
led that
team effort with 12 kills and
4 blocks.
Ellie Vander
Woude was 12-12 serving.
and Corinna Vander Woude.
setting [or injured Jane Vos,
had 36 assists.

nation in NAlA standings.

Northwestern
Dordt 3. Mt. Marty 0

3. Dordt 1

.

On Saturday.
Oct. 15.
All team member-s took
the Defenders
traveled
to'
part in the first win of that
Orange City where they
___________
~-..,
played well. but
came away with a
3-1 loss. Coach
Pat
t
y

""

-~...

Tami Van Kley gets a kill in Dordt's
upset of Northwestern.

Blades
by Kristen Westerhof
University of NebraskaLincoln's team was met by a
blast of icy-cold air from the
north, From the moment the
puck dropped
on Friday.
October
16 in Sioux City,
Dord t was in con tro1. The
team surprised even itself as
it carried away an easy 15-0
victory, Not accustomed
to
winning by such a large margin. the Blades performed in
near-top form,
Freshman
forward Greg
van Leeuwen
showed
off
some skillful
skating
and
powerful scoring. racking up
four goals and leading the
team in this category, Seniors
Joel Minderhoud and Wayne
Feeleus scored three apie<Je;·
rookie Anthony Minderhoud

In Dordt's 3-0 win over
Briar Cliff on Oct. 22. setter
Jane Vos played for the first
time since she injured her
ankle in a match on Oct. 3.
Timmermans had planned to
try her in one game. and she
thought it went very well.
The Defenders
had a
good hitting game against
Briar Cliff. Joy Veenstra and
Tammi Van Kley conbined for
16 kills; Corinna
Vander
Woude and Kristi Hoflarid
added 7 apiece.
Dordt Tournament

Five teams took part in
the round robin tournament
happy with the
held here last Saturday.
way
the
Dordt defeated their first
Defenders
opponent of the day. Dakota
played. 'It was a State. 2-0. Jane Vo s , who
breakthrough
for played both games. had 24
us to get one
. assists and was 14-14 servgame.' she said.
ing. Corinna Vander Woude
'In all four games
had a strong match with 12we never
gave,
13 serve reception.
T kills
up.'
and 4 blocks.
Against
The Defenders
started
Northwestern,'
out slowly against their secCorinna Vander . ond opponent. Wayne State.
Woude
had 41
Dordt lost the first game. but
assists and Joy came back to win the next
Veenstra had 13. two 15-9 and 15-0.
kills.
Highlights in that match
wer e
Corinna
Vander
Dordt
3, Briar
Woude's 12 kills and 12-12
Timmennans

Janeen Wassink.

Cliff 0

blast

was

, J .

final period.
The
team
exercised
tremendous discipline in the
later periods when an obviously frustrated Lincoln team
started acting up. The Blades
Dordt's Hockey
managed to play clean. hardSchedule
hitting
hockey.
J,eremy
Huygen explains that much
10/28 Carleton
7 p.m.
of the crowd didn't seem to
10/29 Carleton
2 p.m.
understand that legal check11/3 atUSDTBA
ing is not intended to start
11/4 at USD TBA
fights. even if it may look
11/16 SDSU 7 p.m.
confrontational.
11/18 at UN-Lincoln TBA
The Blades appreciate
11/19 at UN-Lincoln TBA
the crowd
support
they
.12/2
at NSU TBA
received for their opener and
ntt e crowd-pleaser.
The .. hopes for a loyal following of
goalies. Eric Janssens
and c fans. A crowd of at least three
Chris Arends. guarded
the, hundred cheered the Blades
net with
100% success.'
on in this game.
Janssens
playing two-thirds ~
of the game and Arends the

-

Players and fans celebrate a victory over the number
one team in the nation.'
serve reception. Hofland's 15
digs. and Vos' 25 assists.
Dordt's only match loss
of the day was against
Hastings. who took first place
in
the
tournament.
Timmermans
said that after
watching
Hastings
playa
tense
match
with
Northwestern. the Defenders
expected Hastings to be worn
down. 'They were still playing hard, though:' she said.
"and we looked a little tired."
The
highlight
of
Saturday's tournament was a
win against previously undefeated Northwestern.
After
their loss to Hastings.
the
Defendres regrouped. "I felt
we were a different team than
in the Hastings game." said
Timmermans. "Everyone was
fired up.'

Lincoln

and veteran Ted Kaemingh
contributed two each: Julian
Laarruan. a freshman,
in a
thrilling moment. scored his
lone goal of the game. a defi-

_.,_LL..- ......

Janeen Wassink

This was the Defender's
last scheduled match against
Northwestern. "It was nice to
have the final word.' said
Timmerrnans.
Timmermans
rejected
the
comment
that
-Northwestern just had a poor
match. "I think we affected
their play." she said. "We
blocked
well and served
aggressively ."
The Defenders were supported by an enthusiastic
home crowd in the upset victory.
Dordt took second place
in the tournament.
Senior
Corinna Vander Woude was
named to the six-member alltournament team.

The Blades' 1994-95 Roster
Goaltenders:
Defensemen:

Forwards:

Alternates:

,.'
.

E"ricJanssens
Chris Arends
Ted Kaemingh
Jeremy Huygen
Eugene Laarman
Julian Laarman
Kevin Schilthuls
Joe Kikkert
Joel Krikke
Wayne Feeleus
Johan Kers
Jason Hendricks
Joel Mlnderhoud
Anthony Minderhoud
lzzy Huygen
Greg van Leeuwen
Jeff Vandermeer
Brad Klok
Jason VanderWier
James Wildeboer
Dan Horneman
.Rob Vandermeer

AD
FR
JR
SR
JR
FR
SO
JR
SO
SR
SR
FR
SR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR
FR'
FR
FR

London. ON
Strathroy. ON
Emo, ON
Mitchell. ON
St. Paul's. ON
St. Paul's. ON
Godertch, ON
Thornedale. ON
Devlin, ON
W. St. Paul. MB
Aylmer. ON
Nalnamo, BC
Wtnnepeg. MB
Wtnnepeg. MB
Mitchell. ON
Winnipeg. MB
Lacombe AS
Taber. AS
Wellandport. ON
Lacombe .AS
Chatham. ON
. Calgary. AS
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Dor dt looks to the playoff
Dordt boosts
record to 12 - 4,
loses to Briar Cliff

7.1~)..::t:y~.

Soccer

By David Huffman
. Dordt 5, Concordia

0

\
After getting underwayan
hour
late.
the
Defenders rolled to an easy
5-0 victory over Concordia
College at St. Paul.
The
hour
delay
caused
the Defenders
to
come out playing sluggish
soccer. scoring only 1 goal
and getting very few shot
attemps.
The second half
brought better results with
Dordt scoring 4 goals. The
Defenders were led by Chris
Hull, Dan Oppeneer
and
Erik Van Riesen, who each
had a goal and an assist.
Goals were also scored by
Aaron
Imeg and
Mna h
Schreurs.
Scott Mawhir-ney
had an assist in the victory.
Dordt 3, Northwestern

0

After an over-night
stay in the Twin Cities, the
Defenders were able to play
great first half soccer in a 3o victory of Northwestern of
Minneapolis.
"We c a rn e out and
played a great 25 minutes.'
said coach Bill Elgersma.
'we passed at will.'
Great
passing
resulted
in goals
being scored by Erek Van
Riessen, Dan Oppcneer, and
Micah Schreurs.
Assists
came from Chris Hull,' Mark
Me m rn e laa r , and
Matt
Hekman.
In the second half.
Northwestern
got their act
together
but still couldn't
penetrate
the tough Dordt
defense, which posted their
second straight
shutout.
'We played the kind of soccer Dordt is known for." said
Elgersma in reflecting on a
fine Victory.
Dordt'p.

Briar Cliff 3

Briar
Cliff played
good soccer. ancl were able
to avenge
an earlier
3-2
defeat. with a 3-0 Victory
against
the Defenders
at
Briar Cliff.
With D\lrdt coming

Fall Sports
Schedules

W;.£If
Neil Graves

Dordt has played strong in the past few weeks for
preparation for Districts.
off back-to-buck games over
the weekend, the Defenders
came out playing well in the
first half. but cou ln't sustain their level of play over
the entire game. "We don't
play well in Tuesday games."
said coach Elgersma in disgust, "they just don't go well
for us'.
Unfortunately.
Dordt was lining up against
the team
with the best
record in their district. "We
were a step behind
the
whole game: said Elgcrsma.
Dordt was only able to get
I I shots off compared to 19
for Briar Cliff.
It was the fourth loss
of
the
year
for
the
Defenders.
who have two
horne games and one road
game before they start the
playoffs.
Dordt 3, Wartburg

0

Dord t got off to a
quick first half start. as they
were able to defeat Wartburg
College 3-0 at Dordt field on
Friday afternoon.
Dordt., who is ussally
a better second half team.
reversed this trend Friday
as they scored 2 of their 3
goals in the first half. and
cruised to an easy Victory.
Chris Hull scored the first
goal into an open net. as the
goal keeper left the goal box
in pursuit of the loose ball.
Hull beat him to the ball
and got the easy goal. A few
minutes
later.
Mark
Memmelaar
got into the
action with yet another first;
half goal making the score

2-0. The Defenders waisted
no time in the second half.
as Micah Schreurs
capped
off the action with a goal
just a couple of minutes into
second half play. Dordt used
a strong bench and great
defense
to tire out their
opponents. who aid not use
substitutes
the entire game.
Dordt 5, Pillsbury

1

Dordt
got
off- to
another great start Saturday
as they were able to avenge
their earlier
1-0 loss to
Pillsbury with _a 5-1 Victory
at Dordt field:
With parents looking
on. the Dordt Defenders had
two early first half goals.
Scott Mawhinney started the
action and Dan Oppenecr
followed him just a minute
la ter. as the Defenders were
off and running.
Pillsbury
added
a goal
mid-way
through the first half. making thc score 2-0 at halftime. Dordt was rolling in
the second
half with an
early Dan Oppeneer
goal.
and a goal by Erek Van
Rte s scn mid-way t hro ugh-,
the second. Chris Hull fin- (
ished the action with a goaltor Dord!. The win against
Pillsbury was the last regular season home game of the
year for the Defenders.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept,
Sept .
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct,
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

7
13
17
20
24
27
29
1
6
7
8
14
15
18
21
22

29

1994

Dordt 3
Dordt 5
Concordia, Neb, 1
Dordt 6
Dordt 2·
Dordt 4
"
Telkyo Westmar
1
Dordt 3
Grand View 1
Dordt 6
Dordt 2
Dordt·5
Dordt 3
Briar Cliff 3
Dordt 3
Dordt 5
Nebraska Wesleyan

Briar Cliff 2 (OT)
North Central 0
Dordt 0
Pillsbury 0
Northwestern, MN 0
Concordia. MN 0
Dordt 0
North Central 0
Dordt 0
Clarke 1
Loras 1
Concordia. Minn. 0
Northwestern, MN 0
Dordt 0
Wartburg 0
Pillsbury 1

away

Cross Country 1994
Women
Sept,
Sept.
Sept.
Oct,
Oct.
Oct.
Oct,
Nov.

9
17
24
1
15
21

29
5

Dordt Meet
Turkey Day Meet
Sioux Falls College
Dakota State Meet
Mt. Marty
Buena Vista Meet
Road Race
Midwest Regionals

1st
3rd
5th
6th
Sioux Falls. S.D.
Davenport, Iowa

Men
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct,
Oct.
Nov.

9
17

24
1
15
21

29
5

Dordt Meet
Turkey Day Meet
Sioux. Falls College
Dakota State Meet
Mt. Marty
Buena Vista Meet
Road Race
Midwcst Regionals

3rd
6th
7th
lOth
Sioux Falls, S.D.
Davenport, Iowa

Volleyball 1994
Sept.2,3
Sept. 6
Sept. 8
Sept.
10
Sept.
16
Sept. 20
Sept. 22,24
Sept. 27
Sept, 30
Oct.
3
7,8
Oct.
Oct.
13
Oct.
15
Oct.
20
Oct.
22
Oct,

Oct.
Nov.

26
29

"1

NAlA Classic
Dordt 2
Northwestern 3
Dordt 3
Dordt 3
Dordt 3
Iowa Classic
Morningside
3·
Dordt 3
Dordt 3
Col .. MO, Tourney
Dordt 3
Northwestern 3
Dordt 3
Dordt Tournament
Southwest State
la -Kola Tourney
Tetkyo Westmar

4-2
Teikyo Westmar 0
Dordt 0
Briar Cliff 1
Dakota Wesleyan 0
Mt, Mercy 0
2-2
Dordt 0
Dakota Wesleyan 0
Sioux Fall 0
4-2
Mt. Marty 0
Dordt 1
Briar Cliff 0
3,1
away
away

..,;::
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Dordt 2000 gets' under way

\.

by Shawn Abbas
The
Dordt
campus
improvement plan, known as
Dordt 2000. began in earnest
on Saturday.
October
22
with the unveiling
of the
plans for the new recrc'aUon/athletic
complex.
Bright nags outlined a general floor plan of the complex
with white paint outlines
showrn a the planned locations of various facilities.
such as the track, tennis
courts.
and
racquetball
rooms.
The new rec. complex is
to be located just west of the
East Campus apartments.
The new b ut ld in g will be
added onto the current gymnasium and also part of the
current Maintenance building. Maintenance
will move
into a new building ncar the
boiler plant. The new rec .•
complex will extend from just
bst of KDCR to the street on
the west side of the East
Campus
apartments.
The
north edge of the complex
will be a few yards south of
the trees
along
Fourth
Avenue.
Dean of Students.
Nick
Kroeze, described the facilities to be included
in the
new fCC. complex. "An indoor
track is one of the primary
features of the new complex,"
said Kroeze. "On the inside of
the track. there will be tennis
courts. There will also be a
multi··purposc
room, aerobics .room, and a new weight
room." said Kroeze. "Another
nice feature," Kroeze said,
"will be the 3 or 4 new racquetball
courts.
I or 2 of
which will be convertible to
volleyball courts." One of the
"dream
features"
which
Kroeze said could be added

during the course of construction would be a "rock
wall" which would let students practice rock climbing
without the danger of being
seriously
hurt.
However,
Kroeze emphasized that this
was not a definite part of the
plan.
The cost of the new rec.
complex
is estimated
at
.....$6 million," said Kroeze,
"plus the added expense of
relocating KDCR's broadcast
tower."
. Dordt's
Board
of
Trustees approved the first
part of the financing for the
project during their meeting
on Friday. Kroeze said that
wilh the Board's approval,
"Work on the project will
bcgrn in June.
1995 wt th
relocation of the KDCR tower
and then construction of the
rec. complex itself set to
begin in September.
1995."
Kroeze said that the project
is planned to be completed in
the Fall of 1998.
"The primary reason we
are building
the new ree.
complex
is 0 reduce
the
demands currently placed on
the present gym/rec.
complex." said Kroeze. "Right
now, we have intramural
games going on until 2 A.M..
in order for students to get
all of their games in. We feel
that the new rec. complex
will allow students
to get
their mtr amurul activities
done in a better time frame."
said Kroeze.
Kroeze also
admitted that the new rec.
complex, as the first step of
Dordt 2000. will be a help to
recruiting.
Student reaction to the
new rec. complex showed
variation
on a co mrno n
theme.
Senior
Mitch

Menning
summed
up the
position of several students
in saying. "It (the rec complex] is going to be a great
place. But I think building it
was
a recruiting
move
because Northwestern has a
new rec. complex and now
Dordt is getting one."
"It's great to have a new
gym. " said Senior Jesse
Dykshoorn. "But the location
is not good. It takes away
from the few open areas left
on campus. Not to mention
that it destroys our nice new
sand volleyball pits."
Other students
echoed
these sentiments. "It's going'
to be nice. But it cost too
much. It also ruins the nice
open space that Is there now,
And what do we do about
parking? I think the college's
priorities should be on housing and educational
facilities," said an anonymous
upperclassman.
Senior Dan De Boom
said. "I wish it would have
come earlier. I also wonder
what current students
will
have to do to make the current facilities work for them.
Some students will also be
disappointed
by losing
another outdoor recreation
area."
The new recreation complex is going to be a big part
of the Dordt 2000 plan. The
project was debated
for a
year. with some student
input very early on. before it
was approved this past week.
Now. the plan moves forward
with students giving guarded
support and raising iihpor~
tant questions about the new
rcc. complex which is a bold
step taking Dordt College
into the future.

World class theatre group comes to Dordt
by Marie VanderSteIt
Impact International will
performs for Dordt College on
Saturday.
November 5th.
This
world
-reknowned
Christian drama organization
has returned
from touring
Europe and is on its third
lour of the United States
now.
Impact'
International
uses
music,
dance
and
drama
to t e a c h people
around
the world about

issues that affect our cultures. Their work shares a
message of hope and peace
for the future In the face of
the social and political struggle within our world today.
Creative
Director
Alex
Mukulu
founded
Impact
International
in 1977 in
Uganda, Africa. Since that
t.trnc they've served
as an
active force in Uganda. pushing the accepted
l im i t s of
exposing the political and

social tyranny exists there ..
This organization
has won
several commendations
for
its performances and plays.
The
ten
performers
"show the world the Africa
beyond South Africa-the
Africa that is more what people
see
in
National
Geographic."
They share
their message through creative plays and workshops.
Impact International will
be performing
the play

artistic and fun side of Africa
"Guest
of Honor" in the
to the world. All students and
chapel on Saturday the 5th.
This play deals with racial . faculty are Invited to attend
this two hour seminar by the
conflict within Uganda. but
the message is applicable to performers.
This special performance
the United States too. An
by the Dordt
exciting workshop on African Is sponsored
Theatre Arts Department and
dancing and music will take
the Co-curricular cornrruttec.
place that afternoon.
This
Anyone interested
in more
workshop provtdes a handsinformation
about
this
on learning experience about
Christian
drama
troupe
African drums and native
should speak with Theatre
dancing.
Impact
Arts.
International
displays
an

